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Introduction	
•  GlobalisaQon:	theoreQcal	and	methodological	challenges	

–  HomogenisaQon		vs.	differenQaQon	
–  Mobility	vs.	Immobility	
–  ConQnuity	vs	Change	
–  Western	vs	non-Western	fieldsites	

•  QuanQtaQve	 comparison	 not	 sufficient	 to	 capture	 the	
complex	 and	 contradictory	 ‘human	 consequences’	 of	
globalisaQon.	

•  Need	to	formulate	ways	of	thinking	and	researching	that	
grasp	 both	 conQnuing	 and	 emerging	 trends	 in	 social	
relaQons	–	emergent	concepts.	
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(Re)Imagining	Youth	

•  Historical	 and	 cross-cultural	 comparison	 of	 youth	
leisure	in	Scotland	and	Hong	Kong	(ESRC-RGC)	

•  QualitaQve	case-study	design,	revisiQng	one	fieldsite	
in	Scotland	&	one	matched	fieldsite	in	Hong	Kong	

•  Drawing	 on	 tradiQonal	 place-based	 methods	 while	
retaining	spirit	of	innovaQve	methodologies	

•  Grounded	 study	 exploring	 theories	 of	 youth,	
globalisaQon	and	social	change	

	 @imaginingyouth	
reimaginingyouth@gmail.com	

h;p://reimaginingyouth.wordpress.com	

Difference	and	Similarity	
•  On	 the	 face	 of	 it,	 Scotland	 and	 Hong	 Kong	 are	
incredibly	distant,	both	culturally	and	geographically:	
–  Different	languages,	religious	sensibiliQes,	educaQonal	
philosophies	

–  Differing	economic,	welfare,	jusQce	and	health	systems.		

•  And	yet,	there	are	some	striking	structural	parallels:		
–  Both	were	key	players	in	the	BriQsh	Empire,	esp.	shipping		
–  Both	shifed	to	service-based	economies,	leaving	many	
former	industrial	workers	unemployed	

–  Both	engaged	in	fierce	independence	movements	and	
idenQty-poliQcs	with	a	larger,	more	powerful	neighbour	
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Time	of	One’s	Own	
(Jephcott	1967)	

•  Sought	 to	 answer	 the	 quesQon	 ‘how	 do	 young	 Scots	
use	their	free	Qme	nowadays?’	(1967:	1)		

•  Focus	 on	 15	 to	 19-year-olds	 in	 3	 sites;	 Drumchapel,	
Dennistoun	and	Armadale	(‘ordinary/typical’	youth)		

•  Variety	 of	 methods:	 individual	 interviews;	 group	
discussions;	 ‘casual	 data’	 from	 cafés,	 pubs,	 youth	
groups;	diaries;	photographs	and	arQsQc	sketches	
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The	Situation	of	Children	&	Youth		
in	Hong	Kong	(Jephcott	1971)	

•  Sought	to	survey	work	and	leisure	habits	of	Hong	Kong	
youth.	
–  5%	of	5-14	y/o	working;	60%	of	15-24	y/o	
–  Secondary	educaQon	non-compulsory	
–  Housing	density	~	2,200	people	ppa	(Glasgow:	500)		
–  Open-space	~	0.1	acre	per	3,000	pop	(UK	–	15	acres)	
–  Work	taking	precedence	over	‘leisure’	
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Our	progress	to	date…	

Stage	1:	October	2013-April	2014	[COMPLETE]	
•  Ethnographic	observaQons	with	local	youth	organisaQons	
•  Interviews	with	key	stakeholders	(6-10	in	each	site)	
		
Stage	2:	May	2014-January	2015	[COMPLETE]	
•  Focus	groups	with	young	people	(8-10	focus	groups	per	site)	
•  Interviews	with	young	people	(16-20	per	site)	
		
Stage	3:		February	2015-May	2015	[IN	PROGRESS]	
•  Ethnographic	‘tour’	of	young	people’s	online	spaces	
•  Online	survey	and	interviews	re	online/social	media		
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The	Methodological	Challenges	
	of	Comparing	Peng-gwo*and	Oranges	

“Folk	wisdom	cautions	against	comparing	
apples	and	oranges”	(Livingstone,	2003:	483)	

	

1.	Distant	Islands:	matching	the	Vield	sites	
	

*This	is	the	Cantonese	word	for	‘apple’.	

2.	Accessing	similar	samples	of	Young	People	
3.	Contextualising	meanings	of	Youth	Leisure	餘暇		
4.	Lost	in	translation:	the	role	of	language		
5.	Importance	of	research	team	relations	

BeneVits	of	Comparative	Research	

•  What	makes	us	similar/different?	
•  Understanding	WHY	these		occur	
•  Insight	into	traditions	and	practices	
•  Social	change	and	social	continuity	
•  Self-reVlections	from	researchers		
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Emergent	Themes	

•  Im/mobility	
– The	spaQally	straQfied	nature	of	youth	leisure		

•  Leisure	FronQers	
– The	changing	temporal	dimensions	of	leisure		

•  Wireless	City	
–  IntersecQons	of	leisure-space	and	leisure-Qme	in	
the	digital	era		
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(1)	Im/mobility	
freedom	 to	 move	 …	 fast	 becomes	 the	 main	
straPfying	 force	of	our	 late-modern	or	postmodern	
Pmes	

	(Bauman	2000:	2)	

	
Alongside	 the	 new	 global	 and	 regional	 hierarchies	
of	 ciPes	 is	 a	 vast	 territory	 that	 has	 become	
increasingly	 peripheral…many	 formerly	 important	
manufacturing	centers	are	in	decline		

	
(Sassen	2007:	101)	
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Hong	Kong:	Global	City	
(Chiu	and	Lui	2009)	

Since	 its	 incepPon,	 Hong	 Kong	 has	 been	 a	 key	 intersecPon	 of	
different	worlds…a	strategic	exchange	node	for	firms	from	China	
to	the	rest	of	the	world	and	from	the	rest	of	the	world	to	China.	

(Sassen	2001:	74)	

•  World’s	11th	biggest	trading	economy	
•  Sixth	biggest	foreign	exchange	market	
•  4,000	internaQonal	HQs.	

Im/mobility	in	the	Global	City	
If	 you	 talk	 about	 transportaPon,	 the	 estate	 is	 not	 very	
convenient.	 If	 you	don’t	 study	or	work	nearby,	 you	need	
to	wait	for	bus	in	the	morning.	It	 is	so	crowded!	It	 is	 like	
shipping	piggies	to	sell.	Car	a\er	car!	(YP12)	

Int:	Do	you	think	there	are	enough	job	opportuniPes	for	
	young	people?	

YP	10:	Well…not	enough	I	guess.	They	can	only	be	a	
	salesman…at	the	shopping	centre.	I	see	quite	a	lot	of	
	people	work	at	airport…but	I	think	the	jobs	are	more	
	labor-intensive…	The	airport	has	great	demand	of	
	labor.	There	is	a	booth	near	my	home	for	recruitment.		
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Community	as	refuge	

•  Disconnected	from	progress	of	development	
of	Chinese	global	city	

•  Desire	for	pastoral	community	environment	
•  Sai	Ngoi	To	Yuen	(世外桃園)		
– a	place	for	taking	refuge	
– a	ficQQous	land	of	peace	
– a	retreat	away	from	the	turmoil	of	the	world		

Glasgow:	Post-Industrial	City	
Despite	sustained	efforts	to	introduce	new	industries	and	bolster	
shipbuilding	 via	 substanPal	 state	 subsidies,	 the	 scale	 of	
Glasgow’s	 structural	 defects	 proved	 impossible	 to	 overcome.	
From	 the	 1970s	 the	 emphasis	 shi\ed	 decisively	 away	 from	 the	
old	 manufacturing	 base.	 The	 city	 was	 channelled	 towards	 an	
overwhelmingly	 service-based	 economy,	 where	 culture	 and	
tourism	 were	 promoted	 assiduously	 as	 key	 components	 of	 the	
post-industrial	age.	

	(Maver	2000:	203)	
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Im/mobility	in	the	Post-Industrial	City	

There’s	a	lot	of	regeneraPon,	that’s	kind	of	been	the	
buzzword	 of	 the	 last	 couple	 of	 years	 in	 Glasgow,	
and	there	are	so	many	like…	It’s	just	a	really	trendy	
place….all	 this	 kind	 of	 modernisaPon,	 I	 think	 it’s	
cool…but	 it’s	nothing	that	 I	 really	 take	part	 in,	 just	
because	 it	 costs	a	 lot	of	money	and	 I	don’t	have	a	
lot	of	money,	so	 I	 can’t	 really	engage	 in	 it…it’s	 the	
whole	exclusion	thing.	Like	 I	know	people	have	got	
to	 set	 their	 prices	 and	 that,	 but	 it	 sPll	 feels	 like	 a	
form	of	exclusion.	
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Summary	

•  Shifing	city	hierarchies	have	created	new	
geographies	of	im/mobility	for	young	people	
related	to	urban	development	

•  New	forms	of	employment	available	but	
spaQal	immobility	a	key	theme:	
–  In	Glasgow,	related	to	lack	of	money		
–  In	HK,	related	to	geographical	isolaQon	

•  Need	to	further	explore	similarity/difference	

(2)	Leisure	Frontiers	

•  Broader	pa;erns	of	marginalisaQon	and	
precariousness	producing	significant	changes	
in	YP’s	temporal	experiences	and	orientaQons	

– Scheduling	and	surveillance	
–  (Un)sociable	hours	and	(de)synchronisaQon	
– Living	in	the	moment	
– Planning	for	the	future	
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Hong	Kong:	Little	‘Time	of	One’s	Own’	

‘Hong	Kong	is	essenPally	a	society	that	as	yet	has	liile	use	for	
the	pleasurable	aspects	of	leisure.	It	believes	in	hard	work	and	

makes	few	concessions	to	childhood	or	youth	…There	is	
relaPvely	liile	concepPon	that	play	is	essenPal	for	children’s	
proper	growth	or	that	adolescents	need	frequent	breathing	
spaces	from	the	strains	of	beginning	to	cope	with	the	adult	

world.’	(Jephco;	1971:	34)	
	

‘The	post-80s	[generaPon]	live	in	an	age	of	material	
abundance	and	economic	affluence.	But	their	life’s	paths	are	
severely	constrained	by	their	overprotecPve	and	supervisory	
second-generaPon	parents,	who	are	determined	to	prepare	

them	for	the	compePPve	world	at	an	early	stage.’		
(Lui-Tai-Lok	2007)	
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Hong	Kong:	‘Young	night	drifters’	
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Glasgow:	Living	in	the	moment	

•  Leisure	as	an	escape	from	the	pressures	and	
uncertainQes	of	everyday	life:		
‘having	something	for	yourself	…																							
a	pure,	“in	the	moment”	thing’	

•  Narrowing	of	percepQon	to	here	and	now:		
‘Pme	just	seems	to	fly	away	from	you	and	just	

like	it	blurs	all	in	you’	
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Glasgow:	Planning	for	the	future	

•  Leisure	as	a	means	to	enhance	work	
prospects,	developing	interests	and	acquiring	
skills	

•  Bringing	the	future	into	play	
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(3)	Wireless	City	
•  Impact	of	digital	media	and	wireless	
connecQvity	on	young	people’s	spaQal	and	
temporal	orientaQons	

•  RelaQonship	between	‘spaces	of	place’	and	
‘spaces	of	flows’	

•  New	leisurescapes	and	Qmescapes	
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New	patterns	of	mobility	

•  Access	to	wireless	connecQvity	
– Commercial	spaces,	e.g.	MacDonalds;	
Glasgow	city	centre	
– Home-based	leisure	

•  Portability	of	digital	technologies	
– On	the	move,	always	on	
– RetreaQng	to	the	bedroom	
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New	patterns	of	sociality	
•  ConQnuity	between	online	and	offline	worlds	
•  Young	people	‘always	on’	social	media	sites	
•  Offline	interacQons	characterised	by	physical	
proximity	and	psychological	distance,	esp.	adults	

•  Peer	interacQons	ofen	centred	around	and	
mediated	by	virtual	communicaQons		

•  Primary	role	of	online	social	media	in	maintaining	
exisQng,	offline	friendships	(fear	of	‘missing	out’)	

•  Development	of	new,	interest-based	
idenQficaQons	
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Conclusions	
•  Persistence	of	tradiQonal	pa;erns	of	leisure	
parQcipaQon,	structured	by	place-based	
inequaliQes	

•  Alongside	new	and	emergent	uses	of	free	Qme,	
shaped	by	global	economic	and	social	forces	

•  PotenQal	of	digital	social	media	as	a	means	
–  To	be	mobile	
–  To	make	connecQons	beyond	the	local	
–  To	establish	idenQty	
–  To	navigate	changing	temporal	structures	
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